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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In six decades of history, AI has become a mature and strategic discipline, successfully embedded in mainstream ICT and powering innumerable online applications and platforms. Several official documents stating specific AI policies have been produced by international organisations (like the OCDE), regional bodies (EU), several countries (US, China, Spain, Germany, UK, Sweden, Brazil, Mexico...) as well as major AI-powered firms (Google, Facebook, Amazon). These examples demonstrate public interest and awareness of the economic and societal value of AI and the urgency of discussing the ethical, legal, economic and social implications of deploying AI systems on a massive scale. There is widespread agreement about the relevancy of addressing ethical aspects of AI, an urgency to demonstrate AI is used for the common good, and the need for better training, education and regulation to foster responsible research and innovation in AI.

This chapter is organised around four main areas: ethics, law, economics and society (ELES). These areas shape the development of AI research and innovation, which in turn, influence these four areas of human activity. This interplay opens questions and demands new methods, objectives and ways to design future technologies. This chapter identifies the main impacts and salient challenges in each of these four areas.
In ethics the widespread consensus of the ethical aspects of AI has raised several AI-related questions for practical ethics about a responsible practice of AI, and therefore the challenge of embedding ethics in engineering through education and ethics by design. In addition, the concern about the unfettered autonomy of AI systems brought about the insight that it is possible to deploy artificial entities that behave ethically rising at the same time a fundamental debate about the feasibility and desirability of moral agency of artificially intelligent entities and systems.

The area of law faces the impact of new forms of social behaviour induced by AI that eludes current terminology and regulatory frameworks—like explainability of AI decisions and hidden agency in AI-powered applications—and therefore faces the challenge of adapting law to the uses of AI, including in this case the legal personality of artificial systems. Simultaneously, legal practice is adopting AI technologies for automating compliance in a rapidly evolving online environment, hence faces the challenge of developing new technologies for governance in augmented reality.

Economics has received a notable methodological impact from AI technologies—like deep learning (DL) and agent-based modelling—and also has a profound influence in AI notions and methods. This creates the challenge to find synergies to fill the gap (epistemic as well as methodological) between economics and AI research agendas. Moreover, the significance of AI in the economy, in the role of stakeholders and its relevance for social well-being in general rises the need to identify and explain the repercussions of IA in the economy and in political economy policy.

Finally, regarding social science and society, the emergence of new social phenomena linked to the digitally augmented reality where humans interact with intelligent systems has undeniable effects on how socio-cognitive rationality is built and collective action is taken. In fact, these hybrid space is creating a and new environment where human kind will co-evolve with AI entities. The challenge is to anticipate how that environment may be developed in order to foster human flourishing. The formation of public opinion, the evolution of social practices and sharing economy via AI-powered social networks are some of the phenomena induced by those interactions and hence justify the need for systematic empirical research of their consequences.

CSIC is in a privileged position for a successful interdisciplinary approach to the challenges of AI in the ELES area. An interdisciplinary framework is
enabled by the confluence and synergies of the expertise provided by the following institutes: IAE (Institute for Economic Analysis), IFS (Institute of Philosophy), IIIA (AI Research Institute), IPP (Institute for Public Policies) and IRI (Robotics and Industrial Informatics Institute). Confluence and synergies would improve with the involvement of other CSIC institutes, in areas like anthropology, archaeology and music.

Some organisational actions may have a very positive impact on synergic interactions among ELES relevant CSIC institutions. In particular the creation of informal laboratories on topics related with the challenges described in this document; the fostering of joint participation in projects; the facilitation of joint contracts and research supervision; and the recruitment of personnel with expertise in psychology/cognitive science and law. One handicap that deserves attention is the lack of a strong group on law and technology in the CSIC structure.

2. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION

There is a growing consensus about the strategic value of AI. The consensus is based on the awareness of the role AI plays in numerous and assorted applications in robotics, self-driving vehicles, e-commerce, health, security and advertisement. The acknowledged strategic value of AI comes as the result of the undeniable success of the embedding of AI in mainstream ICT. However, this success of AI can only be explained by two reasons. First, a maturation process of the discipline, the development of general purpose artefacts and the consolidation of a critical mass of experts, professionals and firms. And second, a timely combination of powerful IT infrastructure and the massive adoption of internet provided the fertile substrate for the mature discipline.

Two remarks as a matter of clarification. First, in this chapter we use the term AI as a liberal. Thus, AI includes all of classical AI, the technologies that come from it—including robotics, machine learning (ML) and big data (BD)— and, in general, AI entities and systems. Moreover since, as mentioned above, AI is embedded in ICT and is pervasive online, we sometimes call AI what, strictly speaking, would be an AI-enabled or AI-powered system or application.

Not unfrequently the press, and even some of the strategic documents, present an ambivalent perspective of the development of AI: sometimes unfounded optimism of the benefits of AI, sometimes dire predictions of its dangers. A likely explanation of the ambivalence is that AI, as most disruptive
scientific and technological innovations, faces the Collingridge dilemma; which postulates that when the discipline is emerging it is difficult to foresee its consequences but by the time one understands it, it may be too late to prevent the unwanted outcomes. We presume one may adopt a cautious but proactive attitude, striving to elucidate where AI is influencing society most, in order to anticipate its consequences and act in accordance. We follow that path by choosing the standpoints of the disciplines that are more salient with respect to the dilemma.

In this chapter we discuss the social impact of AI. We focus on four aspects: ethics, law, economics and society. In all four cases we explore how the uses of AI have social effects that pertain to these areas; we also explore how the development of AI poses questions and influences the four areas and how these four areas, in turn, influence the development of AI. Specifically, in the next paragraphs we outline, for each area, what that interplay with AI is about.

2.1. Ethics
Because of its object of study, AI research concerns itself with basic questions about the human mind and the purposeful activity of humans and society. Hence, AI applications impinge sensitive human and social activity by automating, enhancing, or taking over some tasks and roles that rely on traits of human intelligence. Thus, the ethical import of AI is two-fold. First, by posing some classical ethical questions (introspection, responsibility, autonomy, rights and wrongs, justice) in a new context where moral reasoning is to be formally and empirically modelled into an artefact. Second, in the ethical implications associated with the deployment and use of AI technologies in sensitive applications (autonomous weapons, massive face recognition systems, medical diagnosis and prognosis, affective and care robotics) in the framework of responsible research and innovation.

The acknowledgement of the potential benefits of AI together with its undesirable consequences has permeated into the AI research agenda recognising the opportunity, and the need, of research and innovation that puts the well-being of humans at the centre. This focus has been made explicit through terminology that reflects subtle shadings in the understanding of how AI research and innovation should be pursued: responsible AI; trust-worthy AI; AI for-good; human-aware or human-centric AI.

This shift of attention has found its way into policy at regional, national and institutional levels. A good example of how this approach is articulated can be
found in the European Approach to Artificial Intelligence, where ethics (together with a regulatory framework) plays a key role as postulated in its Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence.\(^1\)

### 2.2. Law

The intended development of a human-centric AI acknowledges the need for a proper regulatory framework. One that fosters responsible research and innovation in AI, facilitates a productive adoption of AI technology and protects the rights and needs of individuals, enterprises and society in general. Rather than a short-sighted approach to legal groundwork, most policy documents, and the EU one in particular, invite an effort to elucidate the rights that need to be protected, the directives, guidelines, standards and regulations that enable the protection of those rights, while fostering the best potential adoption of AI technologies by society.

In addition to this instrumental role of law in the development and adoption of AI, legal notions and legal philosophy provide valuable notions, intuitions and problems to the foundation and practice of AI. For example, the need to organise interactions among artificial (and natural) entities brings about a need for governance that may be articulated in economic terms as a mechanism or an institution, but in the legal tradition AI draws inspiration from the notions of norms, norm enforcement and compliance in general. On the other hand, AI by its own developments and by the artefacts it produces poses questions to legal foundations and practices that may be as mundane as the protection of the industrial property of a convolutional neural network that is trained for a specific type of medical diagnosis, to the subtle questions of moral agency and the dispute of the pertinence of the “legal persona” of artificial entities.

### 2.3. Economics

The rapid rise of AI poses a challenge both to the field of economics itself and will have a lasting, profound impact on the organisation of the economy and the political economy of society. It is important that research institutions provide solid support for embracing of the huge economic opportunities that the adoption of AI has to offer. This requires research which is informed by debates within economics and other social sciences and at the same time understands the new tools that the AI revolution has brought. There is otherwise a

---

very real danger that AI will be seen as aiding the concentration of political and economic power in the hands of a few and destabilising the political economy.

On a methodological side the cooperation of researchers in AI and economics should be especially fruitful as both are used to work with quantitative data and think in statistical models. Economics has already delivered inspiration for AI research and stands to benefit considerably from research which is currently ongoing in AI. However, methods are developed very quickly in both fields and new research will need to build hybrid models to facilitate communication between the fields. There are currently huge opportunities for an organisation like CSIC if research across centres and interchanges could be better coordinated.

2.4. Society
The adoption of AI technologies has also a profound impact in society. However, as what happens with other technologies, its uses may have unexpected consequences. The distinguishing trait of AI technologies, though, is that they mirror or potentiate cognitive and social behaviour of individuals and groups and by so doing modify society. In fact, one of the most significant outcomes of AI is the invention of an augmented reality where natural and artificial entities share a digital, and physical, interaction space. The upshot of such interactions is the emergence of new social phenomena and, eventually, some sort of co-evolution of society and natural autonomous entities.

With such prospects in view, a responsible attitude is to dedicate analytic attention to the ethical and societal impacts of AI, educate professionals and the public on those effects and help develop expertise in AI within the government and public institutions. The content of this chapter responds to this spirit.

3. IMPACT IN BASIC SCIENCE PANORAMA AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

3.1. Ethics
A widespread acknowledgement of the ethical significance of AI. Over the last few years there has been an increasing awareness of the ethical aspects of AI. It is grounded, mainly, on the realisation of the important ethical implications of the uses of AI (impact on labour, autonomous vehicles, face-recognition software, AI-powered e-commerce, recommender systems, etc.).
This realisation has four main effects: (i) It motivates the design of policy agendas and industry charters with a strong ethical component (e.g. the EU). (ii) It has prompted several initiatives and specific actions in favour of an ethical AI (manifestos, endowments, creation of institutes and research programmes, funding for research and support of coordinated actions, public pronouncements of major AI empowered stakeholders). (iii) It originates a pressing need to articulate directives and good practices for responsible AI research and Innovation. (iv) It induces a sharp recognition of the need for education in ethics and AI at all levels of society.

The debate on the autonomy of AI systems. From its very beginnings, the point of AI was to model rationality and construct artefacts that exhibit rational behaviour. After almost sixty years, the range of behaviour that has been implemented is quite broad and the performance is rather proficient in many cases. Now, if you “encapsulate” those forms of rationality into a system that can take its own decisions based on its encapsulated rationality, you have a certain type of “autonomy” that is specific to AI. In fact, such autonomy is the fundamental feature that differentiates AI from other disruptive technologies. The issue of autonomy becomes more sophisticated with the development of autonomous agents, systems that “act on their own” (see Chapter 2 in this book). These are systems that are autonomous in the previous sense but in addition, they are situated in a changing context where they are meant to interact with the environment and with other agents (human or not). The key point is that they decide how to interact based on their own internal decision model, that is their encapsulated rationality. These ideas apply not only to software systems, but also to robots that exhibit behaviour that is situated and reactive and is thus also referred to as autonomous. Common examples of these autonomous artificial entities are web information harvesters used for Google searches, automated online “trader bots”, online airline ticketing services and conversational personal aides (like Siri and Alexa). But in the same category one can place autonomous agents whose behaviour is more complex and in a fundamental way, like self-driving cars and killer drones.

As agency of this type becomes more frequent and the interactions become also more consequential, the ascription of responsibility and accountability of those actions arises (which is not only an ethical issue but a practical and legal one). It is the problem of many hands and many things connected. They include engineering ethics of designers, manufacturers, and maintenance
systems; ethical aspects of the artefacts themselves (characterisation of moral agency of artificial entities); and ethical attitudes of the users (hybrid socio-technical systems of humans and intelligent autonomous artefacts). Hence, the debate is served: What does it mean when someone claims that an artificial system is autonomous? In what sense one may claim that an artificial entity has moral agency? What are the features of human agency that one may contend are essential to moral agency? Are they implementable in an autonomous agent? While one side of the debate is to determine to what extent an artificial entity may be autonomous, the other side is to decide whether it is even desirable that truly autonomous artificial intelligent entities be deployed.

**The insight that it is possible to develop artificially intelligent systems that behave ethically.** It has been postulated that one can use AI to control the unwanted side-effects of AI. The underlying insight is that ethical behaviour can be imbued in artificial systems as a form of control. The idea is to imbue values in the architecture of the autonomous entity or imbue values in the governance of the environment where such autonomy is present. The ideal situation is when one may prove that a given degree or extent of alignment of the autonomy with the values is achieved (the so called Value Alignment Problem).

### 3.2. Law

**Addressing the pervasiveness, speed of innovation and the opacity of the uses of AI technologies.** Legal practice is the result of a long evolving tradition forged on experience and guided by ideals like justice, common good and dignity of human beings. Its institutions are stable and effective for a vast majority of situations, however AI brings two major disruptive elements: the speed at which technology (and its pervasive and assorted use) changes, and its opacity. The first component creates loopholes and uncharted spaces for activities and actions that circumvent or are beyond the reach of current normative frameworks and by the time these frameworks adapt to the unwanted effects of the uses of that technology, the activities and actions have changed or use technologies that evade the adapted frameworks. Such is the case, for instance in the use of biometric identification technologies that, by the time they get standardised in a context of use industry has already deployed new deceiving devices. The second problem is that AI-powered activities and practices are often based on design components whose complexity makes it hard to determine compliance with a given regulation or include black boxes that
limit the disclosure of functionalities or the assessment of the form or extent to which certain compliance is achieved or evaded. Such is the case, for example, of the explainability requirement in legal appeal and redress of automated decisions (Article 22 of the GDPR).

**AI enabled forms of agency and autonomy.** It is not always clear who the principal of some actions is or should be. For instance, in the case of self-driving vehicles and automated diagnosis where the “many-hands problem” dilutes responsibility and the degree of autonomy afforded to artificially intelligent entities by sophisticated use of AI technologies dilutes accountability. Cloning of AI processes or agents may produce compounded effects that are difficult to foresee or contend with–like the stock exchange crises produced by fast-speed trading. Automatic micro contracting questions also the notion of collateral and auditable transactions, in as much as by the time a contract is agreed upon, it has already produced its intended effect and ceases to exist. In the wide picture, there is the debate of legal persona of autonomous artificially intelligent entities.

**The automation of governance and compliance.** While “legal expert systems” promised to automate legal reasoning, machine readable regulation promises to make compliance a matter of AI processing and thus eliminate the need for legal experts and interpretation.

Reality is far more complex. In both cases. Underneath the challenging ideal of compliance by design there is a strong substrate of legal theory and a substantial collection of formal and AI artefacts that afford some automation in the process of governance and compliance within a legal system: legal ontologies, normative logics, norm specification languages, norm-based automated reasoning, online institutions, normative multiagent systems, to name a few. In addition, there are juice debates on enforcement, punishment and reparation, principle and value-based argumentation and, not surprisingly, a large amount of prototypes and actual applications of these ideas. And there are challenging opportunities, as seen in the next section of this chapter.

**3.3. Economics**

**Methodological and theoretical impact.** The field of economics has, in the last five decades, developed a formal language to describe society and analyse the data it generates. The combination of formal models to describe individual and aggregate behaviour has been a big advantage to the field when dealing with data. A rich formal toolkit has developed to tackle issues of causality
and integrate theoretical ideas regarding the function of society with empirical work. The Nobel prize 2019 was, for example, awarded to a team of three economists for their experimental approach to alleviating global poverty.

However, this toolkit is challenged by the wide adoption of AI methods like ML and causal inference and the increased availability of large quantities of data which are often unstructured, i.e. text, sound and images. The use of artificial agents in multiagent systems could provide new simulation-based models which take seriously the heterogeneity of individual preferences and information sets to model the role of governance, values, culture, path analysis and other emerging collective phenomena.

But AI has also adopted concepts, methods and paradigmatic examples from economics into its mainstream toolbox. The most significant examples are game theory, social choice and voting, together with mechanism design. These disciplines have not only had a profound impact on the foundations for AI models of rationality and social coordination, but have also provided standards of rigour and test-cases. Moreover, these disciplines have had an enormous impact because of their systematic use in AI-based applications. Work on causal inference in econometrics could provide a useful input into the debates around this key issue in ML.

The economic impact of AI. AI affects the economy in many ways. The increased use of AI leads to productivity gains in economic activity in general (through the automation of processes and a reshaping workforce capabilities). We will see a wave of innovation in products and services that foster labour productivity (like robots, software, data services). But these positive gains will also be linked to shifts in economic power. Automation will change labour market dynamics by destroying some routine jobs and creating new jobs in what is known as job polarisation. Administrative, manual, or repetitive jobs disappear as they are replaced by machines. Second, AI raises the demand for well-educated workers with technical degrees, while reducing the demand for low education workers creating a skill gap. Third, the presence of people and firms with data science (DS) capabilities has an impact on national competitiveness. The importance of data for supervised ML means that those companies and governments with access to large amounts of data will advance faster in the development of AI. These considerations have important implications in terms of market regulation, anti-trust and trade.
The Impact of AI in Political Economy: The economic changes resulting from the deployment of AI solutions will increase social and economic inequalities and an imbalance of power between those individuals, countries and regions active in that deployment compared to those lagging behind. Society will need to be able to compensate the losers of the possible economic changes implied by the adoption of AI. Political institutions will need to adapt the rising importance of recommender systems for politics in social media and the further concentration of opportunities, wealth and income. Higher education institutions have a critical role to play in equipping students with the personal and professional competencies (kind of knowledge, skills and attitudes) and capabilities (relevant to active students’ engagement in society) that will be in demand in the face of the proliferation of AI and DS. The role of social media for political dialogue needs to be understood particularly well in Spain - a country with a long history of political polarisation (dos Españas).

3.4. Social Science and Society

New metaphors and tools for socio-cognitive rationality and collective action. With the evolution of multiagent systems, there was a gradual recognition of the need to differentiate agents and the social environment where agents interact as two different first class entities (see Chapter 2). This distinction feeds theory and intuitions from the social sciences into AI and, in turn, AI research in these topics has enabled several developments that are relevant for social psychology and sociology. For example:

- Agent models and architectures that account for socio-cognitive rationality (self image, mental models, awareness of the environment, attention).
- Governance devices that articulate interactions in the social space including norms and norm enforcement, but also social norms, organisations, team-work.
- Tools and artefacts. Social coordination conceptual frameworks, methodologies and support tools for design and deployment of socio-cognitive systems and hybrid online social systems (human and artificial agents).
- Methodologies and tools for network activity analysis, sentiment analysis, text mining, semantic searches...
- Crowd-based technologies: for collective epistemology —like knowledge aggregators, recommender systems, opinion markets—, for problem
decomposition-integration —web surveys, crisis mapping—, for collaborative work —education, constitutional reforms—, and so on.

- Formal treatment of collective action and coordination.
- Agent-based simulation of social phenomena.

**Research and development domains in massive on-line AI-powered social interactions.** For example:

- The emergence of a research space in social life mediated or supported by social networks and online communities (learning, travelling, gaming, gambling, dating).
- A new character of public opinion: modes of polarisation, information silos; new rhetorics (fake news, false authority, search filtering); “influencer” roles and devices; profiling and micro-targeting, cascading messages through and across social networks and platforms (video and post sharing, re-tweets, whatsapp...)
- Evolution of social practices like entertainment, education, shopping, dating; and evolution of individual skills and habits associated with those web-based AI-powered activities (reading skills, summary representation, memory and information search, friendship networks, antisocial behaviour...)
- The sharing economy: peer-to-peer retail, lodging, transportation, time-banks, lending.

**Algorithmic bias, risks of manipulation, social control, hidden agency and other unintended consequences.** Despite all the advantages that the large scale application of ML is bringing to digital services, concerns have emerged around the unintended or perilous consequences of automation on online platforms and the opacity of AI systems (Pasquale, 2015). Recommendation systems can reinforce established opinions or reinforce polarised views by presenting to the users information consistent or similar to their preferences and preventing them from being exposed to dissonant information. Search engines, for example, have been criticised for enabling the creation of filter bubbles around users. This type of phenomenon—also known as echo chambers—can be exploited by malicious actors as part of disinformation campaigns. Face recognition systems may be quite useful for security purposes but may raise privacy concerns and abusive control from authoritarian governments. The use of traces of personal web activity (searches, purchases, mobility...) is used to draw a digital profile of individuals that may be used for many different purposes, not always beneficial for the individual lawful.
4. KEY CHALLENGING POINTS IN ETHICS, LAW, ECONOMICS AND SOCIETY

As suggested in the introduction to this chapter, from a social perspective, the ultimate challenge AI brings about is to solve its version of the Collingridge’s dilemma:

How to anticipate the repercussions of AI and act timely in order to achieve the best and avoid the unwanted. In fact, this dilemma may be unfolded in two components: one epistemic, the other ethical, as follows.

The epistemic component is:

\( C_1: \) To determine what are the repercussions—actual and potential—of the developments of AI.

The ethical component (\( C_2 \)) is:

\( C_2: \) To strive for the best outcomes from AI.

The first component (\( C_1 \)) is essentially linked with the different technologies involved in AI. Much of what is discussed in the rest of this book provides indication of what the outcomes of AI research and development may be. However, the repercussions of current and future AI, though, is a matter more of the humanities and the social sciences and addressed in the challenges of this section. The ethical component (\( C_2 \)) involves two aspects. First, one has to postulate a notion of “good” with respect to which repercussions are valued. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, “good AI” has been characterised as trust-worthy, human-centred, responsible. They all share the main concern of caring and protecting human beings. Minimisation of harm, protection of vulnerable individuals and groups and the achievement of sustainable development goals and public well-being, for example, fall within the scope of this concern. But there are several other values. The point is that several values—often conflicting—may be involved in assessing whether a repercussion of AI is good or not, and to what degree.

The second aspect is how to go about in order to achieve good repercussions. In this case two complementary perspectives are involved: First, choosing among potential courses of action—a matter of value-driven behaviour—which can either be learned or imbued. Second, promoting some courses of action and preventing others—a matter of normative systems or policy. This decomposition of the ultimate challenge still hides a fundamental question:
What differentiates AI from other disruptive technologies in a fundamental way? We argue that the answer is artificial autonomy.

It is usually agreed that the ostensible objective of AI is to model human rationality and embed it into artefacts. Sometimes this objective is met by automating specific tasks that typically involve human intelligence in some form, like playing chess, trading stock, face recognition, medical diagnosis. Some other times the goal is not just to automate some activities but to mimic the cognitive processes involved, like natural language understanding, generalised pattern recognition, learning, planning or automated inference. And in both approaches, AI has been quite successful in its six decades of existence. However, some AI researchers discern a more elusive goal: to build artefacts endowed with general intelligence. That is, artefacts whose competence is not limited to specific tasks, traits or skills but that they possess an intelligence that, like human intelligence, allows them to act successfully within the ever-changing circumstances of a rich environment. But this capabilities entail that the artefacts must be purposeful, self-conscious, creative and, ultimately, autonomous.

It is debatable whether general intelligence, and therefore “true autonomy” will or should ever be feasible in artificial systems. Nevertheless, from the skill gap induced by sophisticated robots, the perverse use of micro-targeting in political campaigns, the need for automated self-censoring of twitter, to the advent of self-driving vehicles and killer drones, it is undeniable that artificially intelligent entities exhibit some form of autonomous behaviour. Hence, a third key component of the ultimate challenge for AI is:

\[ C_3: \text{To develop means for harnessing artificial autonomy} \]

The next paragraphs translate these three components into concrete challenges for each of the four areas.

4.1. Challenges in Ethics

1. Embedding ethics in AI systems (The value alignment problem). How to build autonomous artificial entities that are probably aligned with human values. How to embed social values in the design and development of technologies? What kind of new human rights are related to AI development? How could one ensure a safe human-AI interaction? sub-challenges

b. **Value-driven behaviour in artificial entities.** Conceptual frameworks and tools. (i) *Individual behaviour*: agent architectures; reasoning about values, individual values, context-dependent values. (ii) *Social enforcement*: the role of norms and incentives; social norms and social environment; paradigms and framing. (iii) *Value assessment*.

c. **Provably reliable ethically-aligned behaviour.** Formal techniques and devices for characterising, testing and ensuring that the behaviour of artificial entities is aligned with given values.

d. **Paradigmatic cases.** (i) *Building socially responsive artefacts.* Evolution and adaptation of value-driven systems (see Chapter 2). (ii) *Policy-assessment systems.* Interplay between individual value-based behaviour and value-alignment of emergent social behaviour. (iii) *Value-sensitive applications* like self-driving vehicles, public surveillance, uses of health records, screening and micro-targeting.

2. **Embedding ethics in engineering.** What issues in AI deserve an ethical approach? How to identify realistic expectations about AI achievements and their effects? Who should be aware of ethical issues in AI? What are the key contents and the means for fostering a realistic view AI? How to develop awareness to the ethical issues of AI? What tools are needed for ethics education for AI? How to expand the ethical literacy of engineers and society? What kind of narratives can we use? The point is, then, to design an agenda for developing critical —ethical, objective, realistic— literacy of AI in society and research.

There is an acute need for education on the ethical aspects of AI. As stated in the IEEE document (IEEE, 2019)“...the key is to embed ethics into engineering in a way that does not make ethics a servant, but instead a partner in the process. In addition to an ethics-in-practice approach, providing students and engineers with the tools necessary to build a similar orientation into their inventions further entrenches ethical design practices”. The challenge is in fact that engineers and practitioners come together with social scientists and philosophers to develop contents for such literacy, for example, case studies, interactive virtual reality gaming, narratives (science-fiction), and additional course interventions that are relevant to students, professional and society at large.

Core outcomes of the agenda should be:

a. **Guidelines and teaching syllabus for ethically aware AI R&D.** It is essential to offer ethical background to students and professionals in technological fields. The ethical dimension of AI must be part of the formative curricula of engineers, computer scientists, and other
specialists involved in the design and development of AI and intelligent robots. The standard curricula and delivery should be complemented with non-classical materials like quality science-fiction, serious games and the like.

b. Unless this education is effective, the abuse of ethics expertise and research by Big Tech Companies is likely to effectively stifle government regulations. Thus, it is crucial to preserve independent and public ethical research and education on AI.

c. Guidelines and curriculum development to foster critical awareness of AI. For IT AI experts, IT professionals and schools that includes ethical awareness as well as critical understanding of AI risks and promises.

d. Establishing an observatory of ethics in AI. A systematic analysis of the ethical impact of AI and the means to foster ethically desirable outcomes.

3. Characterising “moral agency” in artificial entities. Could one qualify artificial entities as agents with consciousness, intentional mental states, or indeed moral agents, with ability to engage in moral judgements. Is it feasible to provably imbue values in artificial systems and make those values operational?

The goal is to develop the theories, formalisms and behavioural standards that clarify the extent and shapes to which moral agency can be predicated of an artificial entity.

Such development involves:

a. General AI. What type of autonomy in artificial entities can be achieved without presuming general AI? What are the constitutive assumptions of general AI? Is general AI an achievable quality for an artificial entity?

b. Values. In what sense one may claim that ethical theories apply to AI systems. How to make values operational —observable and commensurable, as well as an implementable cognitive construct— in artefacts. Value taxonomies and their relevance. Means to imbue values: norms, incentives, codes of conduct, education and internalisation of norms.

c. Artificial autonomy. Examining —under the light of artificial agency— moral issues that are meant to be made operational. For example, damage, accountability, responsibility and moral judgement.
4.2. Challenges in Law

1. Developing “robot laws”. Adapting legal conventions in order to make them applicable to artificial entities as well as to systems and situations that involve them.
   a. To develop a strategic taxonomy of relevant legal issues, subjects and domains for regulating activity involving artificial entities.
   b. To explore the “legal personality” of artificial autonomous entities and to identify consequent responsibilities, and thus liabilities, associated with that personality.
   c. To re-cast crime, tort and misdemeanour in AI. Specifically, the key assessment of features—accountability, responsibility, guilt and liability—and the key handling of processes—infract, detection, charging, judging, blame assignment, reparation—, need to be performed in AI-assisted socio-technical systems.
   d. To address AI-enabled misconduct on digital platforms and its policy implications. In order to facilitate legal appeal and redress in automated decision-making and third-party evaluation of AI systems performance and accuracy, an analysis of instances of misrepresentation, unfair micro-targeting, automated and AI-driven forms of social control and nudging, or the improper delegation of entitlements and responsibilities, should be carried out.

2. Developing governance technologies for social interactions in augmented reality.
   a. Normative frameworks that apply to artificial entities, and to hybrid populations.
   b. Normative languages that allow back-and-forth rewriting processes from natural language, to legally precise expressions, to machine readable representation. And the machine readable representation of a normative framework is amenable to automated compliance, enforcement and evolution.
   c. Institutional frameworks for hybrid systems involving artificial autonomous behaviour.
   d. Anchoring hybrid online social-coordination systems on the actual socio-legal technological environment.

4.3. Challenges in Economics

1. To develop a methodology to fill the gap between economics and AI methodologies for research. There are three clear areas of development:
a. **Integrating unstructured data into economic models.** It will be relevant to explore the development of AI technologies for *feature extraction* from unstructured data available through *text, sound and images*. ML has led to a revolution in this regard and has made it possible to explore entirely new sets of data like TV shows, social media content or satellite imagery. However, it is unclear how to integrate these methods for data extraction into economics models and help address socially important questions.

b. **Agent-based modelling.** There are three main areas of potential co-development and some obvious research topics of common interest: (i) *Agents* models of rationality; incentives and motivations; agency and delegation; deductive rationality vs social rationality. (ii) *Multiagent systems* including topics like mechanism design, collective decision making, negotiation and contracting, online institutions, organisational theory, governance. (iii) *Agent-based simulation.* Microbehaviour and collective outcomes, population dynamics, governance, values, culture.

c. **Experimental economics.** Design methodologies and best practices for experiments involving a mixed population of humans and artificial agents. Develop protocol standards and specification languages for the definition, implementation and analysis of online experiments with hybrid subject populations.

d. **Developing a common frameworks for causality and policy interventions.** Economics has a well-developed econometric toolkit for the identification of causal effects. Currently there is a rival system under development outside economics and, while it is clear that the new causal inference has big formal advantages, there is a danger that methods will be re-invented. On the other hand, multiagent systems and online institutions have approached notions of collective action, governance and policy-making with a perspective that has not permeated into economic theory yet.

e. **Improving forecasting accuracy.** Forecasting economic outcomes has a long tradition in economics and is mostly model-based in the field. This approach clashes with the use of ML as the latter provides little scope for integrating policy decisions. However, important organisations like central banks and financial institutions rely on forecast models to make decisions. A new kind of hybrid modelling is needed to accommodate these uses.
2. **To develop a theory for the new AI-enabled commons.** Notions like moral hazard, social choice, behavioural economics play an increasingly important role in AI research. The outcomes of such use should influence economics research but have not been taken up by economists yet.

3. **To identify and explain the economic and political economy repercussions of AI.** In three main directions:
   a. **Shaping the economic impact of AI and compensate losers.** Research into the labour market repercussions of the adoption of AI is now common. However, there needs to be a better understanding of the economic impact before technologies are broadly adopted to understand where and which adoption is desirable and who will be the losers from it. This requires broad thinking which combines both research on the labour market impact, allocation of capital across firms and the social and cultural shifts that this brings.
   b. **Exploring the unintended consequences and externalities of the digital information economy.** The rise of social media systems has given tools like recommender systems and micro-targeting enormous influence on individual behaviour and welfare. Especially the younger generation is increasingly dependent on social media. The welfare effects of this and the scope for policy interventions can only be understood through multidisciplinary research.
   c. **Understanding the impact of AI technologies and platforms on the social contract and the functioning of political institutions.** The concentration of political and economic power in the firms controlling AI systems and the rise of social media as a way to gain information provides a challenge to political institutions. News get filtered through automatised training and the algorithms employed by powerful firms have a direct impact on political debates. Social media and AI-enabled online interactions are transforming the notions of accountability, representation and responsiveness of public officials and institutions, on one side and, on the other, the role of individuals and organisations in democratic deliberation, democratic agreement, and public opinion.

4.4. **Challenges in Society**

1. **Drawing a road-map to develop the use of AI for human flourishing and co-evolution with artificial systems.** From teleworking to distant learning, social activity takes place in virtual environments. The
coexistence of humans and AI supported systems and agents require the mutual adaptation of humans and machines toward co-evolution. Artificial entities have capabilities, skills and entitlements that may be designed and deployed with human flourishing in mind. To ensure that the large scale adoption of artificial agents and robots create positive effects on the economy and on society, machines and humans need to grow together and learn from each other.

2. Developing a conceptual framework for the implementation of socio-cognitive agents and socio-cognitive technical systems. On one side, the challenge requires to address the psychological, sociological and computational aspects of artificial rationality social behaviour, which involves individual rationality (introspection and the interplay between beliefs, desires and intentions) as well as social rationality (that is, expectations about the behaviour of other agents or about the impact of one’s behaviour on the behaviour of others and the possibility of affecting and being affected by other agents or by the social environment where interactions take place). On the other side, the challenge demands the construction of online systems including socio-cognitive agents, which may be both artificial and human.

3. Identifying criteria and specifying indicators to evaluate emerging effects of AI on society. There is a growing need for empirical research to better understand users’ demands, values and needs, and also to unveil unexpected consequences of AI-powered human and human-machine activity. To promote a positive collaboration between humans and AI machines and their healthy coexistence, we need to further study how humans interpret and react to AI-assisted systems, and assess the extent to which they may be vulnerable to be deceived or misled by autonomous machines and AI-enabled social interactions. The topics to study may be organised around three main lines:
   b. Evolution of AI-enhanced social practices: epistemology, collective agency and coordination, social care —for risk and disadvantaged population, like disabled, elderly, minorities, children, migrants, displaced—; education, health, gaming and gambling; sex and group entertainment; political activism; social control.
   c. Unintended consequences of AI: biases, discrimination, abusive microtargeting, hidden agency, political manipulation, unfair profiling, misappropriation of personal web traces, and so on.
This challenge requires the combination of small scale qualitative research with large scale quantitative studies. Through both large-scale field experiments exploring the use and adoption of AI-based recommendation systems we can better understand users’ requirements and pitfalls. Small-scale laboratory experiment, in contrast, may help shed light on perceptions of vulnerable groups, such as kids, elderly or disabled persons interacting with robots or other autonomous machines.
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The R&D of high-performance unconventional hardware aims to implement efficient low power high-speed AI systems. This line of work is required to achieve sustainable AI systems and to develop new applications that due to the requirements of high-speed response and power constraints cannot be implemented with the current hardware solutions.

Current AI systems are typically based on running heavy computation algorithms on big powerful remote servers. Both the communication of data to and from the servers and the specific computation consume a considerable amount of energy. To make AI part of our future daily life in a sustainable way, research should be done to move the computation to edge power efficient processors.

Biological brains are a model of natural processors exhibiting an astonishing ability to implement cognitive algorithms with low energy resources and high speed response.

New bioinspired hardware architectures for AI emulating the computational principles and architectures of biological brains should be developed. The next generation AI hardware should be specifically tailored to run the AI algorithms at the edge in real time and in an energy efficient way.
The high-speed sustainable hardware should be based on advanced technology combining existing CMOS technology with new emerging devices as memristors and photonic devices. This beyond CMOS technology will make possible to achieve efficient highly parallel architectures of neural computing units highly interconnected through adaptable synaptic devices with long-term memory. The close integration of memory and computation saves data communication energy and improves the computation speed.

The high-speed sustainable hardware for AI have the potential to make a real breakthrough in a plethora of everyday applications requiring high speed cognitive processing of sensor data and decision taking with an affordable energy budget such as: autonomous cars, autonomous drones, robotics... Other application environments such as wearable medical devices, industrial production, visual inspection of production lines, or surveillance can benefit from this technology. High-speed analysis of big data (BD) can also impact and may allow scientific discoveries in basic fields like high-energy physics or astronomy.

**CSIC combines experts** in designing brain interfacing systems, unconventional neuromorphic hardware architectures, neural processing photonic systems, beyond CMOS technologies, and real-time processing of massive data **that**
can jointly work in an effort to achieve beyond state-of-the-art AI hardware systems and AI applications specially suited for fast BD analysis.

2. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The achievements of AI systems have been outstanding, outperforming humans in some cognition tasks such as the well-known Jeopardy contest where the IBM Watson computer (Ferrucci et al., 2010) defeated its human competitors with almost 40-fold difference in reaction time. However, human brains still largely outperform the most advanced supercomputers when we compare physical size and energy efficiency. Coming back to Watson’s competition, Watson had 2880 computing cores, occupying the equivalent physical size of 10 refrigerators, and consumed 80 kW, while human brain occupies less than 2 liters and consumes 10-25 W.

In recent years, we have witnessed the growth of AI applications and algorithms. Typically, these algorithms require a heavy computational load and huge data storage which is performed in remote servers on the cloud. Consequently, these systems require an intense data communication between the individual front-end devices running the application and the cloud servers performing the computations and storing BD. These internet communications consume a great amount of energy. As an example, just two google searches emit the same CO₂ amount than boiling a kettle (Warman, 2009). It has been predicted than following the current trend, the internet communications will consume 20% of the world’s electricity and will generate 5.5% of the world’s carbon emissions by 2025 (Vidal, 2017), and by 2030 the communication technology will consume 51% of total electricity and will contribute up to 23% of the global gas emissions (Andrae and Edler, 2015). Currently, there are already important efforts to move part of the computation from the cloud to embedded AI processors to be used as ‘edge’ computing devices (Chen et al., 2019).

Furthermore, the big super computation servers are based on traditional Von Neumann computer architectures where a high-speed computation unit sequentially performs operations on data that are read from a separated memory unit. Data have to be transferred to and from the memory at high rates, consuming a high amount of energy in the data transference. This Von Neumann bottleneck, also known as memory bottleneck, is accepted to be one of the main limitations of the performance of conventional processors when
running artificial neural networks algorithms (Backus, 1978). In this sense, the use of dedicated AI low power parallel computing hardware accelerators (Edge TPC, 2019), (Servethehome, 2019), (Extremetech, 2019), (Kim et al., 2019), (Lee et al., 2019), (Cho et al., 2019), (Sano et al., 2020), processing in memory architectures (Li et al., 2016), or commercially available parallel hardware platforms such as graphic processing units (GPUs) and field programmable gate arrays (FGPAs) have been proposed to implement more efficient AI processors.

The astonishing ability of biological brains to solve cognitive problems using low-power low-speed noisy computational neurons has motivated that engineers had looked for inspiration in biology to look into ways of achieving efficient cognitive systems. The brain is very different from conventional computing systems in terms of technology, architecture, as well as signal processing and coding. It is composed of slow components (neurons time constants and synaptic delays are in the order of milliseconds [10^{-3}s]) compared to CMOS technology (with operating frequencies in the gigahertz range [that is, 10^{-9}s]). The brain components suffer from high noise and high variability among them, whereas digital computers operate on high precision digital numbers. However, the on-line plasticity of the devices allows compensating variability and faulty components. The implementation of on-line adaptation in CMOS technology consumes many resources. Alternative beyond CMOS technologies like memristive nanodevices exhibit the capability of on-line adaptation following biologically inspired learning rules while are able to implement very compact memory with no leakage (Linares-Barranco and Serrano-Gotarredona, 2009; Camuñas et al., 2019). Thus, dedicated AI processors combining CMOS technologies with emerging devices (memristors, spintronics, etc.) are being investigated.

Opposed to the high-speed sequential computing paradigm of digital computers, human brain is a highly parallel architecture composed of a high number of parallel processing units or neurons (in the order of 10^{10} 10^{11} neurons) operating at lower speed. Furthermore, the neural processing units are highly interconnected through synaptic weight connections (in the order of 10^{14} synapses) which have an on-line adaptive memory. So that, opposed to what happens in conventional computer architectures, memory and computation are closely interleaved in biological brains.

Not only are there architectural differences between brains and conventional computers, but the signal coding and processing principles are also quite
different. In standard computers as well as in conventional AI systems, data are sampled at periodic time intervals and the recognition algorithms are applied sequentially to these sampled data. For example, in conventional AI vision systems, the visual input is a video sequence which is composed of a sequence of static representations of the visual scene or frames which are acquired at periodic time intervals (typically 20-30ms). In this conventional AI systems, also known as artificial neural networks (ANNs), time is not an explicit variable but it is implicitly contained in the sampled data (Ghosh-Dastidar and Hojjat, 2009). However, in biological brains data are communicated and processed as asynchronous electrical pulses or spikes. In the retina, there are no frames; sensed data are represented as the asynchronous occurrence in time of a flow of spikes that are communicated through the optic nerve along time. Spikes generated in retina travel through the optic nerve and are processed and propagated asynchronously by all the layers in the visual cortex. It has been demonstrated (Thorpe, Fize, and Marlot, 1996) that recognition of a familiar object occurs in the upper layer of the cortex with just the delay of a single spike front traveling through all the cortical layers. A class of AI systems or neuromorphic systems where signals are represented by spikes have emerged and are nowadays also known as spiking neural networks (SNNs) or the third generation of neural networks (Maass, 1996; Ghosh-Dastidar and Hojjat, 2009). In this kind of systems, computation is no longer driven by a periodic sampling clock, but computation is driven by the occurrence of spikes resembling the spike-driven computation of biological neural systems (Farabet et al., 2012). It is believed that the parallel computation, the close interaction between computation and memory, an extremely efficient information coding, and on-line adaptation are some of the clues of the high efficiency of biological brain computation.

Different approaches at different levels of abstraction have emerged to design bioinspired low power dedicated hardware to implement more efficiently different aspects of the complex perception, cognition and actuation abilities of the biological neural systems. The different specific low power AI dedicated hardware approaches can be complementary with conventional digital AI systems to optimize the efficiency and abilities of any specific AI system depending on the particular application.
3. IMPACT IN BASIC SCIENCE PANORAMA AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The development of low-power edge computing dedicated smart sensors and new processors will potentially impact the emergence of many new applications and more efficient solutions of intelligent systems in many application areas. Some of the areas where low power AI hardware can have an important impact and where CSIC can contribute based on the expertise of its research groups are presented in the following.

3.1. High-Performance Energy-Efficient Smart Systems: Autonomous Driving, Drones or Robots

The development of intelligent autonomous systems such as autonomous vehicles or robots demands high-speed low power acquisition and processing of massively parallel input data and high-speed real-time generation of decision and control signals. The high-speed demand is specially challenging in applications such as drones where high-speed reaction is a must. Low-power operation is specially demanding in drones or robots that must operate in remote or inaccessible areas.

This demanding specifications cannot be covered with conventional computing systems. Neuromorphic engineering sensors and processors are being demonstrated able to efficiently acquire massive data and perform high-speed extraction of features using low-power budget. Furthermore, neuromorphic engineering systems implementing spatiotemporal data coding and learning algorithms may lead to compact real-time efficient implementations of recurrent neural networks which are currently very computationally demanding. To obtain energy efficient and high-speed systems, the neuromorphic engineering computation principles can be combined with the use of novel emerging technologies to further improve the system performance. A possible approach is to combine the electronic computation technologies with photonic technologies.

Despite the improvements in the communication networks and the supporting dense computing technology, data acquisition and signal processing are currently firmly dependent on the electronic infrastructure. Even though most of the global data traffic flow is routed nowadays through fiber-optic channels as optical signals, the intelligence that is applied in the optical domain to make any kind of processing is minor. Transferring even a small part of intelligent computations to the optical domain can reduce the unsustainable energy footprint of currently implemented concepts, training methods and AI chips. Moreover,
the computational speed has the potential to be increased dramatically, limited only by electrical bottlenecks introduced by optoelectronic conversions. In addition, this may impact a plethora of applications through:

- the increase of the *transfer rates* and *response times* from and within data centers and the incorporation of AI concepts and techniques on-the-fly in the optical domain,
- the incorporation of *dedicated hardware* AI implementations to the next generation of low power photonic integrated circuits for information processing.

In the case of autonomous driving, the biggest challenge to massively deploy autonomous vehicles is finding solutions that address a high degree of uncertainty in highly complex environments. Both artificial perception and decision-making aspire to respond to this challenge and have a critical cross-domain element for the appropriate management of a wide variety of situations: *machine learning* (ML). However, to embed this kind of software approaches, often too computational-intensive, into on-board safety-critical computing devices, which have to face challenging energy and space requirements, motivates the rise of new hardware paradigms. Indeed, the *advent of powerful multi processors system-on-chip*, *combining different processing technologies, such as GPUs, FPGA or neuromorphic chips*, *will enable affordable fault-tolerant hardware architectures*. As a result, more dependable systems will be available, thus inspiring user trust and engagement, the most difficult hurdle to make this new mobility paradigm a reality.

### 3.2. Real Time Analysis of Big Data Scientific Systems

Basic science systems where a huge amount of data hit detectors have often to be quickly analyzed for possible storage or for alert. Nuclear and high energy physics, astrophysics and cosmology can greatly benefit from the development of algorithms and ML tools in specific hardware for fast event reconstruction, discrimination and selection. The availability of dedicated hardware able to perform real-time ML on BD may allow scientific discoveries in the cosmology field, discovery of rare and new events in particle physics or even alert to the presence of hazardous events (asteroids). In a similar way, we foresee potential applications in many other basic scientific fields facing the problem of real time BD analysis.
3.3. Monitoring Systems for Health and Security

The development of edge smart multisensor-fusion systems can be applied to miniaturized, adaptive instrumentation for real-time industrial/environmental monitoring in order to reduce maintenance and analytical costs, offer long-term stability in front of continuously changing environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, interference effects, sensor drifts), and provide immediate assessment in critical situations like terrorist threats or contamination. This technology will also impact the development of wearable, cognitivebiomonitoring devices for personalized diagnosis and preventive health care, providing continuous multimodal monitoring of individuals in natural environments and therefore allowing to study how dynamically-changing markers can be correlated with their physiological states. Brain mapping and brain-machine interfaces closed-loop neural implants are a promising solution for the treatment of neurological diseases (Bergey, 2015; Zimmermann and Jackson, 2014), as well as for the implementation of sensorimotor brain-machine interfaces. Neural signals captured by the implant are internally processed by means of AI techniques and, based on the outcome, stimulation patterns are triggered either for ameliorating the impact of the disease (e.g., by stopping uncontrolled epileptic seizures) or for restoring lost senses after a neural injury. Signal processing in neural implants should, on the one hand, reduce dimensionality and extract features able to provide clinically relevant information (Yoo et al., 2013) and, on the other, exhibit low power consumptions to not exhaust the presumably short energy resources available. Among the many different operators which have been proposed for the extraction of neural features, those suitable for the quantification of brain functional connectivity are gaining growing interest (Sakkalis, 2011). Functional connectivity refers to the statistical evaluation of coupling strengths between brain regions to identify those involved in sensory responses, motor activity or intellectual/emotional processing. Functional connectivity can be assessed on neural signals captured at different spatial resolutions: from single-unit responses acquired by micro-electrode arrays to aggregated signals obtained through electroencephalography or functional magnetic resonance imaging measurements. Besides providing means for brain mapping, clinical studies have demonstrated that functional connectivity also gives relevant information to distinguish between normal and pathological brain states (Bruña, Maestú and Pereda, 2017). Indeed, it has been shown that abnormal synchronization patterns are associated with different neurological disorders, such as, epilepsy (Jiruska et al., 2012), Alzheimer’s disease.
(Knyazeva et al., 2012), Parkinson’s disease (Schnitzler and Gross, 2005) or schizophrenia (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010).

The referred applications in neurophysiology, disease monitoring and therapy, and brain-machine interfaces suggest the development of dedicated integrated circuits for AI processing based on functional connectivity (Delgado-Restituto, Romaine, and Rodriguez-Vazquez, 2019); these applications would be especially valuable in scenarios demanding power efficient solutions (e.g., implantable neural prostheses), fast on-site operation to avoid neural activity transfer, and off-line computations by a host computer (e.g., neurostimulators for seizure abortion).

3.4. Emerging Memristive Technologies

As previously mentioned, one shortcoming of conventional computing systems is the separate implementation of the memory and computing units and the time and power consumption required to interchange the data between the memory and the computation part. This makes this conventional systems particularly unsuitable to implement neural networks systems.

In neural networks systems, the synaptic elements are in-memory computing elements, which compute the modulated signal transferred between neural units and at the same time store the knowledge of the system. Furthermore, the synaptic devices have to be massively implemented to achieve a global distributed knowledge of the system. The electronic implementation of synapses is still a challenge for the scientific community.

Memristors are two terminal devices whose resistance changes as a function of the current or voltage applied to their terminals. Memristors devices are probably the best placed to replicate neuronal synapses. This is due to two reasons; the first is the capability of these devices of modulating their electrical resistance thus emulating adaptable connectivity between neurons. The second reason is their small size, few nanometers, which allows many devices to be integrated in a very small area, allowing the number of connections between neurons to be comparable to that of a biological system.

However, as the memristive technology is still emerging and several issues concerning reduced variability, low energy operation, device endurance, and current limitation to avoid device damaging have to be addressed to push them into a mature technology that can be densely integrated with CMOS to achieve tightly coupled dense in-memory computing devices. To address this
challenge different approaches are being explored, either in terms of device operating conditions or in the optimization and design of new materials combinations. The memristive technology will have impact on:

- **Electronic synapses in neuromorphic systems.** The capability of tuning the memristor resistance together with the potential device scaling of metal-insulator-metal structures in a crossbar configuration are features that are promising for these applications.
- **Non-volatile memories** The scalability, endurance and CMOS compatibility of resistive random access memories based on filamentary resistive switching devices are being considered as potential alternatives to current flash memory technology.
- **Security applications.** The cycle-to-cycle and the device-to-device variabilities are being explored for physical unclonable functions for hardware security applications.

### 4. KEY CHALLENGING POINTS

#### 4.1. High-Speed Sustainable Hardware for AI

Recently, the availability of large amount of data, the increment of the computing capabilities of CPU processors and the use of high-performance parallel GPU units have motivated a rapid increase in the performance of automatic ML methods. Nowadays, conventional ANNs achieve impressive classification accuracy in tasks such as image recognition.

However, the realization of these classification tasks is very computationally and power demanding even for the most powerful CPUs. For this reason, the use of dedicated AI low power parallel computing hardware accelerators (Edge TPC, 2019), (Servethehome, 2019), (Extremetech, 2019), (Kim et al., 2019), (Lee et al., 2019), (Cho et al., 2019), (Sano et al., 2020), and processing-in-memory architectures (Li et al., 2016), have been proposed.

Furthermore, the interaction with the environment in real time is still very limited even when using hardware accelerators what limits its application in environments where high reaction speed is required like automatic driving or drone control.

On the other hand, SNNs that use a spatio-temporal coding of the signals while still achieving lower recognition rates compared with their sampled or frame-based ANN counterparts have demonstrated their ability to achieve much
lower recognition latency and energy than using conventional frame-based
vision recognition architectures (Pérez-Carrasco et al., 2013). This high-speed
capability and power efficiency performance has motivated emergence of vlsi
implementation of complex large scale spiking processing and learning SNN
architectures (Furber, 2016).

In parallel, novel neuromorphic sensors for vision, tactile, olfactory and au-
dition have been developed. In particular, novel vision sensors based on sens-
ing the illumination temporal contrast (commonly known today as dynamic
vision sensors (DVS)) have reached a development maturity that has arisen
the interest of the industry in the neuromorphic technology (Posch et al.,
2014). These sensors have reached an integration density level (megapixel
DVSs are commercially available), low interpixel variability, high-dynamic
range (higher than 120 dB), and very low latency (lower than 1ms). Furthermore,
the coding of the temporal changes compresses the information reduc-
ing the computing requirements of the subsequent processing system.

These developments of neuromorphic sensors and processors have risen the
interest of the field in the last years as they are promising candidates to im-
plement AI systems that require interacting with the environment in real time
such as robotic applications, real time surveillance, autonomous driving... in
a more efficient way. Recently, many neuromorphic technology spin-off com-
panies have been launched (such as CelexPixel, Insightness, IniVation, Grai-
MatterLabs, Prophesee, BrainChip, CortexAI...) and other big companies such
as Samsung, Sony, IBM or Intel have begun researching and developing the
field.

One of the reasons why SNNs still achieve lower recognition performance
than conventional ANNs is the lack of training methods as effective as back-
propagation. The nondifferential nature of the spikes prevents the backprop-
agation rule do be directly applicable to SNNs. Other biologically inspired
learning rules such as spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) can be used
for on-line training SNN systems but with lower performance results. How-
ever, backpropagation based trained ANNs are not appropriate to incorporate
novel learning during operation and suffer from what is known as catastroph-
ic forgetting. That is, when an ANN previously trained to recognize a set of ob-
jects is re-trained for recognition of a new object set, it gets a serious degra-
dation in recognition of the former training set and one has to retrain it for
the complete dataset (although sometimes it is sufficient to retrain the high-
er layers only). Recently, it has been demonstrated that combining a
supervised back-propagation trained ANN with an unsupervised STDP learning SNN classifier, robust learning avoiding catastrophic forgetting is achieved (Muñoz-Martín et al., 2019).

In this context, the development of **hybrid ANN/SNN architectures exploiting and combining the best capabilities of each approach** is a key challenging point to achieve high-speed reaction high-accuracy recognition systems with robust learning capabilities. The developed systems should be optimally partitioned depending on the target application to exploit the advantage of high-speed, natural processing of dynamic contents and temporal redundancy suppression of neuromorphic SNN systems with the advantages of more mature learning and computational algorithms of conventional ML systems.

In particular, this challenge requires research on:

- Development of system partition rules for SNN and conventional ANN systems. SNN are more efficient for massive data acquisition and feature extraction processing.
- Study of signal optimal conversion and interaction between SNN and conventional ANN systems.
- Learning algorithms for SNN exploiting spatio-temporal correlations.
- Development of efficient signal temporal coding in SNN to minimize redundancy in signal representations.
- Implementation of efficient hardware friendly on-line learning for SNN.
- Development of combined DNN and SNN learning systems.

One of the possible fields where **hybrid SNN/ANN systems may have a breakthrough is in real time analysis of massive parallel data**. The real-time analysis of massive parallel data is a challenging task for conventional sequential processing units even for the more advanced CPUs with many core architectures. This is the case for data coming from highly parallel sensors such as visual data coming from high-resolution vision sensors, data coming from large deployments of IoT sensors, or data for **high energy physics (HEP)** experiments of the **Large Hadron Collider (LHC)** at CERN. Nowadays, the parallelism of GPUs and FPGAs can provide a higher computational power than traditional CPUs and these platforms are currently used to implement ANN processing systems of highly parallel input data. Furthermore, in this kind of massive parallel input data systems there is a large data redundancy in space and time resulting in that only a small fraction corresponds to interesting signals. Trigger systems to decide which data have to be persisted making use of new advanced
technologies on computing accelerator platforms such as GPUs and FPGAs are currently used. SNN data processing techniques exploiting efficient spatio-temporal coding of the signal eliminating temporal redundancy in the data and exhibiting low-latency and low-power offer unique capabilities for trigger systems which have to do fast selection decisions on the data of interest. Conventional ML and ANN architectures and methods have been demonstrated to be very efficient in data selection and they can be deployed in the final stages of data processing. Nevertheless, despite the complexity, they are potentially very interesting to be implemented in specific hardware such as FPGAs. This work is starting to be developed in the HEP field, where ML algorithms are being implemented in FPGAs to improve the performance of the current state of the art reconstruction (Ortiz Arciniega, Carrió, and Valero, 2019). The experiments of the future high luminosity upgrade of the LHC will use ML algorithms in real time reconstruction accelerator systems such as FPGAs to achieve the expected performance of the experiments, whose trigger systems require the highest possible processing rate and bandwidth and can be implemented using SNN dedicated hardware or SNN architectures programmed in FPGA hardware. In this experiments, the large number of interactions per bunch crossing, happening at a rate of 40 MHz, will make very challenging the distinction of key signatures, which are usually recognized using topological characteristics of the event and kinematic properties of the reconstructed objects. Real-time particle track reconstruction will be crucial to perform fast selection decisions and to record potentially interesting data events for higher level of processing. This poses a major challenge because of the large combinatorial and the size of the associated information flow, requiring unprecedented massively parallel pattern-recognition algorithms. For this purpose, SNN neurobiology-inspired algorithms, such as Retina (Abba et al., 2016) are of great interest for this field. These SNN bioinspired algorithms can be programmed on FPGAs to offload the most repetitive and logically simple tasks of the trigger systems such as detector decoding, clustering and tracking reconstruction. In particular, GPUs with a many-core architecture for fast particle reconstruction, is also being proposed as a solution for real-time data analysis at some of the decision software stages (Halyo et al., 2013; Aaij et al., 2020).

The following research should be developed to achieve the real-time analysis and reconstruction of this big physics data:

- Fast object reconstruction and pattern recognition for alignment and calibration of detectors in real time.
- Fast, highly parallelized, seeding algorithms which fulfil timing requirements in trigger systems.
- Fast and efficient data-driven discrimination for data storage.
- Fast and accurate sample classification for selection and online analysis.

Another application field than can benefit from the use of high-speed low power SNN pre-processing algorithms is the sensor fusion. *Multisensor integration* exploits the extended coverage of multiple detectors to increase perceptual confidence in smart systems (Hall et al., 2009; Margarit-Taule et al., 2019), but embedded implementations are yet in their infancy due to the lack of hardware able to infer from the multivariate, nonlinear, time-dependent and noisy signals supplied by modern sensors. Current commercial instrumentation is only able to analyze a small fraction of the markers targeted in everyday applications, generally employs one selective sensor per parameter, and requires periodical calibration in front of environmental changes and sensor non-idealities. Most analyses are still performed in laboratories, resulting in increased costs, hindered logistics, and delayed detection. By using principles of how biological systems promptly combine multisensory information and generate meaningful features in dynamic and uncontrolled real-world conditions, spiking neuromorphic networks are emerging as a powerful, VLSI-amenable computing paradigm to accelerate sensor fusion and enable continuous learning and context awareness under these constraints (O’Connor et al., 2013; Diehl et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019). Such networks can be embedded in smart systems to fuse multivariate data from a set of Si-based microsensors on the edge. The resulting cognitive multisensor system is targeted to be faster, smaller, energy efficient, and highly resilient to noise, nonlinearities, matrix effects, and drifts associated with the sensors. To achieve the target edge smart multisensor fusion system, the following research points should be addressed:

- Accurate sensor modeling to adjust readout/processing circuit design to their static and dynamic characteristics.
- Definition of sensor fusion algorithms tolerant to sensor variability, drift, and crosssensitivities.
- Development of energy-efficient analog front-ends and analog/digital encoding-decoding architectures.
- Implementation of algorithms for incremental and local learning in embedded neuromorphic networks.
- Joint integration of different sensing technologies and VLSI readout/neural processing circuits.
4.2. Development of Next Generation Technology for AI

For efficiently implementing high-speed low-power systems that can perform intelligent tasks in a similar manner as human do and at the same time consume an affordable amount of energy and computing resources, **hardware parallel architectures alternative to sequential Von Neumann architectures and overcoming the scaling problems of CMOS technology have to be devised.**

The development of low power highly parallel in-memory computing hardware platforms specifically tailored for the class of neural network computation and based on the hybrid combination of conventional CMOS technology and novel computing technologies such as nano memristive devices or photonic computing systems is a key challenge to achieve artificial systems that can emulate the real-time highly parallel computing capabilities of natural cognitive systems.

To develop such a system requires a jointly research effort addressing both architectural and technological questions.

At the **technology level**, one of the most promising paradigms to obtain dense neural networks with massive synaptic interconnections among the neural units is the combination of CMOS technologies with new memristive devices. Their existence was theoretically hypothesized by Leon Chua in the 1970s based on circuit theory and it was in 2008 when memristive behaviour was first demonstrated in nanoscale devices by William’s group at HP Labs (Camuñas et al., 2019). They are right now the most promising candidates to implement low power in-memory computation and hybrid CMOS-memristive architectures have already been demonstrated using them as binary memory devices. In the neuromorphic engineering field, memristors have been considered as artificial synapses as it has been demonstrated that **when stimulated with electric pulses at their terminals, they exhibit a learning rule of their resistive state which resembles the spike-timing-dependent (STDP) learning rule observed in biological synapses** (Camuñas et al., 2019). Several on-line learning neural networks parallel hardware architectures have been proposed combining CMOS neurons interconnected with massive memristive devices.

However, most of the proposed systems are still based on software simulations whereas only very small demonstrators have been built and mostly based on a binary storage capability of the synaptic devices.
Another challenge that limits the dense integration between arrays of synaptic memristive devices fabricated on top of CMOS neurons and densely interconnected with them is the need of placing a current limiting CMOS transistor in series with every memristor (the so called 1T-1R structures) to avoid damaging of the memristive devices. The implementation of current limitation techniques using the same nanotechnology is series with each device is a must to achieve high synaptic integration density.

The are other processing steps in the memristive technology that should be optimized in order to increase the device yield and to improve device performance, such as retention time, resolution of memory states, noise, endurance and variability. In the case of filamentary resistive switching devices, set and reset switching processes are of a stochastic nature leading to a large device-to-device and cycle-to-cycle variability. These processes need to be fully understood for reliable applications. These emerging devices call for new characterization techniques to assess the device electrical behavior. The development of these new techniques will allow to gain a deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for the device behavior, and to extract parameters that will be necessary in the development of simulation tools for circuit designers.

Photonics is another beyond CMOS technology emerging in the field of neural network hardware implementation. The concepts of optical information processing and computing were introduced several decades ago, with a vision for solving image (pattern) recognition problems (Stroke, 1972; Abu-Mostafa and Psaltis, 1987). Since then, optical processing and computation have spread to different communities, providing revolutionary solutions to their problems, as well as leading to novel applications.

Key factor for this success has been the diversity of available building blocks that introduce computation functionalities in optics and photonics, with low-energy consumption and small footprint. Such attributes have been based lately on semiconductor devices, photonic crystals, fiber-optics, photonic integrated circuits or photonic nano-devices, providing great flexibility to select the most compatible and incorporate it in the various platforms of technological infrastructures (Minzioni et al., 2019). On the one hand, such building blocks can be used in on-demand designs of dedicated photonic neural network configurations that scale up computational capabilities. On the other hand, fiber-optic topologies—supported by a mature technology from the telecom industry—provide a huge flexibility to experiment and test numerous, but relatively simple configurations that addressed diverse classification and time-series prediction
problems. For example, the transfer of reservoir computing concepts in all-optical, electro-optical and photonic integration hardware has been a successful paradigm of the last decade, for fast and efficient task-solving computation.

**Regarding the development of photonic neural processing systems the following research points should be addressed:**

- Introduce versatile concepts of optical computing as an emerging technology for AI hardware accelerated computing with low power consumption.
- Incorporate novel photonic solutions in the optical interfaces of fiberoptic communication infrastructure (data centers / supercomputing centers).
- Implement standalone ML photonic substrates as fundamental ML building blocks (such as photonic perceptrons).
- Design, test and validate photonic integrated circuits with a minimum energy footprint that offer parallel advanced capabilities through AI implementations.
- Design and implement photonic accelerators with AI capabilities for ultra-fast data pre-processing and volume reduction of big data obtained in real-time (eg. from optical sensing and communications networks) or offline.

At an **architectural level**, research should be conducted to develop new system architectures tailored for the specificities of the neural network systems. Based on those specificities new in-memory computing basic building blocks, routing and communication blocks and parallelization strategies should be designed. The architecture should look for a **compromise between versatility and efficiency**. A versatile hardware is desired to be able to implement different signal codings, different learning algorithms, different neuron models and different neural architectures. However, adding versatility results in a more complex architecture less area and power efficient. At the same time, the architecture should divide the system functionalities among the different technological platforms (CMOS, memristive and photonics) to optimize the system performance.
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CSIC white paper on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Data Science sketches a preliminary roadmap for addressing current R&D challenges associated with automated and autonomous machines. More than 50 research challenges investigated all over Spain by more than 150 experts within CSIC are presented in eight chapters. Chapter One introduces key concepts and tackles the issue of the integration of knowledge (representation), reasoning and learning in the design of artificial entities. Chapter Two analyses challenges associated with the development of theories—and supporting technologies—for modelling the behaviour of autonomous agents. Specifically, it pays attention to the interplay between elements at micro level (individual autonomous agent interactions) with the macro world (the properties we seek in large and complex societies). While Chapter Three discusses the variety of data science applications currently used in all fields of science, paying particular attention to Machine Learning (ML) techniques, Chapter Four presents current development in various areas of robotics. Chapter Five explores the challenges associated with computational cognitive models. Chapter Six pays attention to the ethical, legal, economic and social challenges coming alongside the development of smart systems. Chapter Seven engages with the problem of the environmental sustainability of deploying intelligent systems at large scale. Finally, Chapter Eight deals with the complexity of ensuring the security, safety, resilience and privacy-protection of smart systems against cyber threats.